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INTRODUCTION 
 
Electric vehicles (EVs) are seen as a sustainable solution for reducing greenhouse gases from the 
transportation sector. However, the lack of fast, Level 3 DC (direct current) charging infrastructure 
is a major barrier to EV adoption. As part of Canada’s commitment to reduce GHG emissions 
through the Pan-Canadian Framework on Clean Growth and Climate Change, the Electric Vehicle 
and Alternative Fuel Infrastructure Deployment Initiative program provides funding for the 
construction of new EV charging stations that are located in Canada, publicly available and not 
restricted to car make in an attempt to put more low-emission vehicles on the road [1]. Level 3 DC 
chargers utilizes universal charging connectors (CCS and CHAdeMO) to provide the ability for any 
EV to charge to 80% capacity in 30 minutes or less, and are commonly referred to as direct 
current (DC) fast chargers. While there is currently a network of EV charging stations across 
Canada, it has limited availability of fast, Level 3 DC charging infrastructure beyond central and 
western Canada. The installation of Level 3 DC charging stations will reduce range anxiety felt by 
consumers and further incentivize the wide-spread use of EVs, allowing Canada to better meet 
climate change commitments. 
 
This project aimed to appropriately place coast-to-coast Level 3 DC EV charging stations in Canada 
to fulfill the requirements of Natural Resources Canada’s Electric Vehicle and Alternative Fuel 
Infrastructure Deployment Initiative. The main objective was to focus charging infrastructure 
deployment on frequently travelled routes [2], be located at gasoline stations [3, 4], consider 
existing and planned EV infrastructure [1] and consider current EV range capacities on the market 
(i.e., the maximum distance an EV can travel on a single charge). 

METHODS 
 
The study area included all of Canada. A custom projected coordinate system was created using 
North America Equidistant Conic to minimize distortion of distance across Canada. 
 

GEOCODING CURRENTLY AVAILABLE AND PLANNED EV STATION LOCATIONS 
 
Currently available and planned EV station locations in Canada were obtained from two sources, 
including Natural Resources Canada’s electric charging and alternative fuelling station locator 
dataset [5] as well as Petro-Canada’s EV charging station locations [6]. These two sources were 
cross-referenced to remove duplicates and subsequently merged, herein called available charging 
stations and planned charging stations. Available (n=688) and planned (n=19) charging stations 
were geocoded to spatially display their address locations.  
 

PREPARING NATIONAL ROAD DATASET FOR NETWORK ANALYSIS 
 
From Canada’s national road system [7] I selected all expressways, primary and secondary 
highways, and major roads to be used as my network dataset. Using Model Builder, these selected 
roads were intersected with each province to be dissolved, merged, separated at their 
intersections, and placed into a new feature dataset for topology analysis (Figure 1). This was 
necessary as the road dataset was too large to dissolve at once. Unconnected, “dangling” roads 
were corrected using the topology and editor toolbars and verified with the Esri World 
Topographic Base Map [8]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CLOSEST FACILITY ANALYSIS: IDENTIFYING ROUTES AND POSSIBLE LOCATIONS FOR 
NEW EV STATION PLACEMENT 
 
To identify frequently use routes for intercity travel, major cities [9] were chosen for use in Closest 
Facility solver using a search tolerance of 652 m (determined from spatial join) to create a route 
network. Available and planned charging stations and gasoline stations along my routes network 
were "snapped" using the Near tool and extracted with a 100 m buffer along the routes layer. 
Based on previous driver behaviour studies [2, 10], I assumed long-distance drivers were willing to 
detour up to 5 km to recharge. Using Closest Facility, stations less than or equal to 5 km from the 
routes network were selected. 
 

O-D COST MATRIX ANALYSIS: CHOOSING NEW EV STATION LOCATIONS 
 
Various mathematical model approaches are often used for infrastructure location problems [11], 
including variations on the use of origin-destination models [3]. Here I used Closest Facilities and 
Origin-Destination (O-D) Cost Matrix models to expand the current Level 3 DC charging 
infrastructure in Canada. Average range capacities of EVs on the market vary between 200 – 250 
km, however newer models can drive up to 500 km on a full charge [12, 13]. Therefore, distances 
of 200 km for the heavily populated southern main corridor and 275 km for remote areas are 
used to accommodate current range capacities on the market.  
 
Initially, new charging stations were placed at gasoline stations in cities without charging stations 
already present. Two cost matrices were created with a cut-off of 200 km: between charging 
stations,  and between charging stations and gasoline stations. This identified all stations that 
connected to each other within 200 km to help identify new candidate locations. Where there 
were no gasoline stations to satiate a 200 km gap, the cut-off was extended to 275 km. New 
charging stations were placed at gas stations where multiple charging stations could reach it 
(often at intersections) and closest to major highways within settlements when possible.  
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RESULTS 
 
Along the routes network, 457 available and planned Level 3 DC charging stations were extracted 
and used in O-D Cost Matrix analyses. This resulted in 52 proposed locations for Level 3 DC 
charging stations with a focus on mid-west and northern Canada, as well as Newfoundland and 
Labrador (Figure 2, Table 1). Charging stations are at most 200 km apart along the cross-Canada 
main corridor and are no more than 275 km apart in remote locations. The average distance 
between charging stations is 87 km with a standard deviation of 60 km. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
This project aimed to expand the current fast charging station network in Canada by appropriately 
placing 52 proposed Level 3 DC stations across Canada. The locations chosen will help reduce 
range anxiety felt by consumers and further incentivize the wide-spread use of EVs. This expanded 
network was created to meet Natural Resources Canada’s Electric Vehicle and Alternative Fuel 
Infrastructure Deployment Initiative program requirements to help assist Canada to better meet 
climate change commitments.  For future studies, I would recommend using actual count traffic 
data to choose frequently travelled roads for analysis. This has been done previously and would 
better represent intercity driving behaviour [2, 4].  
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FIGURE 2 – Level 3 DC charging stations for electric vehicles in Canada (2020) 
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FIGURE 1 - Graphic of workflow to prepare road data set for network analysis  
TABLE 1 - Level 3 DC charging stations by province as of March 10, 2020. 

Province/Territory 
Available 
Charging 
Stations 

Planned 
Charging 
Stations 

Proposed 
Charging 
Stations 

Total 

Alberta 34 0 7 41 

British Columbia 123 4 14 141 

Manitoba 9 0 1 10 

New Brunswick 31 3 1 35 

Newfoundland and Labrador 
0 0 8 8 

Nova Scotia 17 2 1 20 

Nunavut 0 0 0 0 

Ontario 223 10 7 240 

Prince Edward Island 5 0 0 5 

Quebec 240 0 1 241 

Saskatchewan 4 0 10 14 

Yukon 2 0 2 4 

Sum Total 688 19 52 759 


